Stable fiber bundles are the nonautonomous analog of stable manifolds and these objects provide valuable information on the underlying dynamics. We propose an algorithm for their computation that applies to a wide class of models, including noninvertible and nonautonomous discrete time systems. Precise error estimates are provided and fiber bundles are computed for several examples.
Introduction
The stable manifold of a fixed point ξ in a discrete time dynamical system x n+1 = F (x n ), n ∈ , F (ξ) = ξ, with a diffeomorphism F :
consists of all points that converge in forward time towards ξ, i.e. Due to their dynamical importance, several techniques have been developed to obtain accurate numerical approximations. It is the aim of this paper to introduce an approach that applies -unchanged -to autonomous and nonautonomous systems that are invertible or noninvertible. We are mainly interested in graphically illustrating stable manifolds, and thus, restrict ourselves to space dimension d ∈ {2, 3}. For discrete time systems, the simplest idea to approximate a stable manifold lies in choosing several starting points on the stable subspace of F ′ (ξ) (shifted by ξ) and iterate them backward in time, using the inverse mapping. More elaborate methods are based of continuation techniques, for example, the search circle algorithm in [45] and refined versions that also work for noninvertible maps [24, 25] . Alternatively, a set oriented subdivision algorithm like GAIO, cf. [19] , applies for computing invariant objects and particularly stable and unstable manifolds [20] . We refer to [46] for an overview on numerical methods for computing twodimensional manifolds in continuous time.
Denote by X s,u the stable and unstable subspaces of F ′ (ξ), respectively. It is well known that the stable manifold can locally be expressed as the graph of a function h : X s → X u :
where U is a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin, see [26, 34, 41, 52, 53, 62, 65] . Differentiating the corresponding invariance condition leads to Taylor expansions of the local graph representation that have been numerically computed by several authors, cf. e.g. [11, 23, 47] . A related approach for establishing existence and regularity of invariant manifold is the so called parameterization method, see [13] . Solving an invariance condition by calculating its coefficients numerically, results in approximate manifolds, cf. [18] . In nonautonomous systems, local Taylor approximations of invariant fibers have been computed for discrete time models in [58] and for continuous time systems, we refer to [59] . These references particularly focus on detecting coefficients of nonautonomous bifurcations. Finally, we note that the calculation of fixed points of the Lyapunov-Perron operator results in alternative approximations of invariant fibers, see [60] and [61] .
The idea that we pursue here is based on Hadamard's graph transform, cf. [28] , [44, . In this introduction, we present our ansatz for invertible, autonomous systems (1) . Assume that ξ = 0 is a fixed point of F and that the graph representation (2) of the stable manifold is global. Further assume that X s and X u are adjusted to the coordinate axes (apply cut off techniques and a transformation, otherwise). Choose g 0 (x s ) = 0 for all x s ∈ X s and iterate graph(g m ) = F −1 (graph(g m−1 )), m = 1, 2, . . . .
Then, it is well known from the contraction mapping principle that g m converges towards h as m → ∞, see Figure 1 . The next step is the computation of the zero-contour
where the index u denotes a restriction to the unstable subspace. For sufficiently large m, it turns out that C m is an accurate approximation of the graph of the unknown function h. Consequently, we obtain in this way a precise picture of the stable manifold W s . The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we discuss appropriate notions of hyperbolicity for nonautonomous systems. Exponential dichotomies provide this stability information and we introduce them in an infinite-and a finite-time setup. In addition, techniques are cited for computing finite-time invariant fibers, which are generally "fat" objects. Note that the theoretical background differs substantially in finite and infinite-time, while numerical methods apply to both cases.
The main objective of this paper is the finite approximation of stable fibers, defined through infinite-time dynamical systems. A new method is constructed in Section 3, by generalizing the idea from above, to a nonautonomous setup. We justify this approach for noninvertible, nonautonomous difference equations by proving upper semicontinuity of C m and additionally stating precise estimates on the errors involved. An efficient implementation of the contour algorithm is discussed in Section 4. To make it applicable to a wide class of models, we implement it for nonautonomous systems. Furthermore, we replace fixed points by bounded trajectories and allow tangent spaces of fiber bundles to lie arbitrarily in space.
In Section 5 we introduce several autonomous and nonautonomous, invertible and noninvertible models. These models show various difficulties like rich and even chaotic dynamics, two-dimensional stable manifolds, self-intersections of stable fibers and stable fibers, which have the form of one or more closed loops.
For all systems treated here, our algorithm successfully applies. Finally, error estimates are verified numerically for a test example, having stable fibers with an explicitly given global graph representation.
Notions of hyperbolicity
Before we continue in Section 3 with the development of our method for computing stable fibers, we discuss basic notions of stability in this section.
It is well known that for autonomous linear difference equations
the spectrum σ(A) provides complete information on the underlying dynamics. All points from the generalized eigenspace w.r.t. the stable eigenvalues λ ∈ σ(A), |λ| < 1 converge towards the fixed point 0. On the other hand, points from the unstable eigenspace X u converge backward in time towards 0. This situation changes dramatically when considering linear nonautonomous systems of the form
In this context, eigenvalues are generally useless for analyzing stability properties of the fixed point 0. A famous counter example is due to Vinograd, cf. [15, Section 2.6].
Starting with the groundbreaking work of Perron [56] , the theory of exponential dichotomies provides the desired stability information. We refer to the monographs [16, 17] and [33, Definition 7.6 .1] and follow the latter reference for introducing dichotomies in a noninvertible setup. Denote by Φ the solution operator of (5), defined as
) is invertible for all n ∈ and denote bȳ Φ(m, n) :
(iii) For n, m ∈ , n ≥ m the following estimates hold true:
Note that condition (ii) guarantees regularity of the difference equation in the unstable direction. A dichotomy of this type is called regular in [4, Definition 3.1] and [42] .
Exponential dichotomies capture asymptotic dynamics of nonautonomous systems. Transient effects are hidden in the constant K. These transient dynamics turn out to be particularly significant for applications, given on a finite-time horizon. Important examples are Lagrangian coherent structures in fluid flow models, cf. [31] and the references therein.
Corresponding stability notions are finite-time exponential dichotomies that have been developed in [8] , [7, Definition 2] , [21, Definition 1] . A meaningful definition of hyperbolicity in finite-time requires K = 1 for the dichotomy constant in Definition 1 and condition (iii) reads
For this notion of hyperbolicity, a spectral theory has been developed in [7] in continuous time.
A method for computing finite-time invariant manifolds in two dimensional velocity fields x ′ = f (x, t) is suggested in [29] . Denote by x(·, x 0 ) the solution with initial value x 0 at time t 0 . The approach is based on computing local maxima w.r.t.
Alternatively, the authors of [49] grow stable and unstable fiber bundles from a local approximation via backward and forward iterations, respectively. For the development of the theoretical background of nonautonomous fiber bundles in finite-time, we refer to [22] .
On an infinite-time horizon, dichotomies do not depend on the chosen norm. This contrasts the finite-time setup, where a carefully selected norm is essential. Furthermore, transient effects in the center of a finite interval cannot be compensated, since (6) guarantees strict monotony w.r.t. the chosen norm. Due to this monotony, this dichotomy concept is called M-hyperbolicity. In addition, further nonequivalent finite-time notions have been introduced, see [30] and [6] .
Finite-time conditions that guarantee an exponential dichotomy on in the sense of Definition 1 are given in [55, Theorem 2.1]. These conditions are exponential dichotomies with a sufficiently small constant K ≥ 1 on all sufficiently large finite intervals [b, b + ℓ] with b from a relatively dense set of . Slowly varying systems and almost periodic systems are two classes of models, satisfying these assumptions.
In this paper we consider the infinite-time setup from Definition 1. Approximations of stable fibers are computed numerically on finite intervals and occurring errors are analyzed in detail.
Approximation of stable fiber bundles
In this section nonautonomous systems that may be noninvertible are considered and basic assumptions are stated. We generalize the contour method (4) to this nonautonomous setup and present a rigorous justification, including error estimates.
Setup
Consider a nonautonomous discrete time dynamical system in Ê d of the form
where
defines the solution operator of (7), transferring the solution from time m to time n for n ≥ m. We assume that the maps F n have a common fixed point 0 and a block structure, i.e.
On the one hand, these are rather strong assumptions. On the other hand, a similarity transform leads to the proposed structure under reasonable assumptions. The general case is analyzed in detail in Section 4.
for n ∈ , where the matrices A u n ∈ Ê du,du are invertible with uniformly bounded inverse, A Denote by Φ u the solution operator of the linear difference equation u n+1 = A u n u n , n ∈ and let Φ s (n, m), n ≥ m be the solution operator of u n+1 = A s n u n , which is only defined in forward time. The following assumption establishes an exponential dichotomy of the variational equation
see Definition 1.
(A2) There exist constants K, α s , α u > 0, such that the estimates
hold true for all n ≥ m, n, m ∈ .
Further assume that the following assertions hold uniformly for n ∈ .
(A3) For all ε > 0 there exists a neighborhood U of 0 such that Df s,u n (x) ≤ ε for all x ∈ U and for all n ∈ .
n is uniformly Lipschitz in a set-valued sense, i.e. 
Stable fiber bundles
Assuming (A1)-(A3), we define the notion of global stable fibers of (7) w.r.t. the fixed point 0 at time k as
Note that stable fibers are invariant in forward time in the following sense
In a sufficiently small neighborhood U of 0, the local fiber
can be expressed as the graph of a function
Additionally, h k (0) = 0, h k is Lipschitz, uniformly w.r.t. k, i.e. in a sufficiently small neighborhood U s ⊂ Ê ds of 0, we get 
This assertion is well known in the autonomous case, see [62, Theorem III.7] and for nonautonomous systems, we refer to [57, Corollary 4.6.11] . For the reader's convenience, we present a direct proof. We start by analyzing one iteration of (7) in a neighborhood of the fixed point 0.
Lemma 3 Assume (A1)-(A3). For any ε > 0 there exists a δ > 0, such that the following assertion holds true. Fix m ∈ and let
and assume that
Then ℓ m+1 =Ã u m ℓ m with some matrixÃ
holds true for all n ∈ . By choosing m ∈ and assuming (A1), we obtain
) and using the invariance of stable fibers (9) we get
Note that (13), (14) and (15) yield
Hence we conclude that
Proof of Theorem 2: For x ∈ F k it immediately follows that x ∈ S δ k and thus,
For ε > 0 sufficiently small, the Roughness-Theorem for exponential dichotomies, cf. [54, Proposition 2.10] applies to the perturbed difference equation
Consequently, there exists for each 0 <α u < α u a constant K > 0, such that the solution operatorΦ u of (16) can be estimated as
We fix this ε and choose δ as in Lemma 3. Further, let δ 1 < δ such that
∈ B δ for all n ∈ and all x 0 ∈ B δ 1 .
We apply Lemma 3 to
and observe that Assumption (13) is satisfied. It follows that
Inductively, we conclude for m ∈ AE
Applying (17), we obtain
and thus, the left hand side of (19) is for increasing m unbounded for ℓ M = 0. On the other hand, h M +m (z M +m ) is bounded, see (11) . Since Ψ(M + m, k)z ∈ B δ 1 for all m ≥ 0, it follows from (18) that ℓ M = 0 and z ∈ F k .
Justification of finite-time computations
The proof of Theorem 2 indicates that the most critical terms occur in the unstable direction. To avoid this problem, we fix δ as in the proof of Theorem 2 and consider for k ∈ , m, p ∈ AE the set
F,k gives reference to the family of maps, defining the dynamical system (7). The index k denotes the time, the approximate fiber is computed at. Points in the set T m,p F,k lie after p iteration steps in B δ . Thus p controls the length of the fiber. Finally, the next m steps stay in the neighborhood B δ and it turns out that approximation errors decrease for increasing m.
In the limit m → ∞ we get T
F,k can only be computed for finite values of m and p. We establish precise error estimates and justify in this way computations at finite-time.
Here, dist(A, B) = sup a∈A inf b∈B a − b denotes the Hausdorff semi-distance.
Proof: Choose ε and δ 1 as in the proof of Theorem 2 and fix m, p ∈ AE. For
and observe that the second condition in the definition of T m,p F,k leads to
By Lemma 3, we get
Letting i = m and using (11), (17) and (22), we obtain the estimate Combining this result with (23) yields ℓ p ≤CKL h e −(αs+αu)m . We choose a sufficient large compact set K. From (A4) we conclude existence
and
Here, L K is the Lipschitz constant, introduced in (A4). Consequently, we get the estimate (21) with the setting
holds true for all x ∈ T m,p F,k and the proof is complete. For fixed k and p, Theorem 4 shows that dist(T m,p
F,k is upper-semicontinuous, with an exponential rate of convergence. For the examples in Section 5.3 and Section 5.7 we get improved versions of (21) by exploiting their special structure. Consecutive numerical tests indicate that these rates of convergence are sharp.
Implementation of the contour algorithm
In this section, we introduce an algorithm for computing the set T m,p F,k numerically. First, we relax Assumption (A1), so that generic cases can be tackled easily.
The general case
One can hardly expect to find an n-independent fixed point in the nonautonomous dynamical system
The only meaningful replacement is a bounded trajectory, cf. [48] . Furthermore, stable and unstable subspaces are typically not aligned to the coordinate axes. We treat this case by considering the associated equation of perturbed motion. This transformation results in an n-independent fixed point and aligned subspaces. We assume:
(A5) Letȳ be a bounded solution of (24) such that the variational equation
has an exponential dichotomy with data (K, α s,u , P s,u n ) on .
Assuming (A5), we transform the system into the setup from Section 3. Consider for n ∈ the matrices S n := B(P s n ) B(P u n ) , where B(P s,u n ) are bases of R(P s,u n ). We define
and obtain the transformed system
Let Ξ and Ψ be the solution operators of (24) and (27), respectively. Inductively we find Ψ(n, m)
As a consequence, 0 is a time independent fixed point of (27) and the corresponding variational equation reads
Note that the two systems (25) and (29) turn into each other via a nonautonomous similarity transformation. The exponential dichotomy of (25) that we assume in (A5) carries over to equation (29) . Corresponding data are given as (K, α s,u , Q s,u ), with n-independent projectors
and identities I s,u of dimension dim(R(P s,u n )), respectively. Using Taylor's expansion, F n (x) = DF n (0)x + r n (x), r n (x) = O( x 2 ), where the constant in the O-estimate may depend on n. We observe that Assumptions (A1) and (A2) are satisfied. Uniformity w.r.t. n does not follow from (A5). Therefore, we additionally assume (A3) with the setting f s,u n := r n | R(Q s,u ) as well as (A4).
Fiber bundles in the general case
Let the assumptions from Section 4.1 be fulfilled. Fiber bundles w.r.t. the bounded trajectoryȳ are defined as
In order to compute this set, we first revisit the transformation from Section 4.1 and approximate T 
Applying the inverse transformation (26) we finally obtain an approximation of F k (ȳ ):
The algorithm
After these preparations, we have all tools at hand to state our algorithm for the computation ofT m G,k , which is an approximation of the stable fiber F k (ȳ ) of (24). For two-dimensional systems, we additionally provide Matlab code snippets of the single steps of the algorithm. These steps are:
(1) Approximation of the bounded trajectoryȳ .
With (A5) we deduce that the bounded solutionȳ of (24) is isolated in the Banach space S = {(x n ) n∈ ∈ (Ê d ) : sup n∈ x n < ∞}.
For an approximation of this solution, we setup the boundary value problem on a finite interval J = [ℓ − , ℓ + ] ∩ :
Numerically, a solution of this nonlinear system is calculated using Newton's method. We refer to [38, Section 2.1] for a justification of this ansatz. Note that we search for an approximation ofȳ n for indices n, chosen from an interval around k, which explains the shift by k in (31).
while norm ( r)>tol for i = 0 : lminus+lplus −1
In this program, the vector y contains the finite orbit segment
It turns out that approximation errors are maximal at the end point of the finite interval J, see [38, Theorem 5 and 8] . The middle part (y k+n ) n∈J with J = [n − , n + ], ℓ − + γ 1 ≤ n − < n + ≤ ℓ + − γ 2 provides for sufficiently large γ 1,2 > 0 an accurate approximation ofȳ for indices around k.
Note that the results as stated in [38] apply for invertible systems only. The techniques utilized in the proofs extend to systems, possessing an exponential dichotomy as defined in Definition 1. Thus, condition (ii) of this definition only requires the system to be regular in the unstable direction.
(2) Computation of dichotomy projectors at time k + m of the variational equation (25).
We apply an algorithm that has been introduced in [36, Corollary 1], [37] . Solve for i = 1, . . . , d on the interval J = [n − , n + ] ∩ , m ∈ J the least squares problem
Here e i is the ith unit vector and δ denotes the Kronecker symbol.
If the gap min{|m − n ± |} is sufficiently large, 
P_k_plus_ m
The contour algorithm for computing stable fibers.
Determine inK the zero-contour, see (30) , of
More precisely, we define a grid Ω onK, evaluate H(y) for y ∈ Ω and use these data for an approximation of the zero-contour, employing a contour algorithm. For the latter task, the contour-command in Matlab is a valuable tool that is based on the intermediate value theorem. Note that the graph of H close to its zero contour is rather steep, which makes it hard to apply continuation techniques. Using our approach, seedpoints for starting the computation are not needed. In particular, we do not have to care about the number of pre-images in the noninvertible case.
Remarks on the implementation
First, we note that numerical tests suggest that it is advantageous to use a cut-off for large values of H. This is implemented in the previous listing in lines 11 and 12. Nevertheless, this Matlab-code can further be optimized, using vectorization techniques. For the purpose of readability, we present non-optimized code snippets in Section 4.3. The optimized code computes one 1D-fiber for the examples, discussed in the next section, in less than one second on a standard computer.
Applications
In this section, we present the output of our algorithm for various examples, ranging from autonomous to nonautonomous models and from invertible to noninvertible systems.
The autonomous Hénon map
Our first example is the well known Hénon map, which plays the role of a normal form for invertible, quadratic two-dimensional mappings, see [32, 50] :
We fix the parameters a = 1.4 and b = 0.3 and apply the algorithm from Section 4.3 for computing the stable manifold of G w.r.t. the fixed point
The diagrams in Figure 2 show for various values of m the setsT m G,0 , i.e. the zero contour of H, which is defined in (32) . Corresponding graphs of H are depicted in Figure 3 . (33) for various values of m. The gray reference manifold is computed with a shooting algorithm. These first tests confirm our theoretical results from Theorem 4, stating that the quality of approximate stable manifolds increases with increasing m. In Section 5.3 we determine the rate of convergence numerically and compare this results with theoretical expected values. For this task, we construct an example with explicitly known stable fibers.
First, we introduce a nonautonomous extension of the Hénon model.
The nonautonomous Hénon map
We turn our attention to nonautonomous systems that are invertible. For a first experiment, we revisit the Hénon map (33) and choose the nonautonomous sequence of parameters a n = 0.3 + | sin(n)|. The bounded trajectory that we compute first, is shown in red in Figure 4 . We plot the approximate stable fibers T m G,n w.r.t. this bounded trajectory for m = 6 and n = 5, . . . , 14. Additionally, we choose 3 points fromT 6 G,5 and iterate them forward in time. It turns out that these points jump, as expected, from fiber to fiber, converging in this way towards the bounded trajectory.
Note that this hyperbolic system also has an unstable direction. Furthermore, each computed trajectory has -due to numerical errors -a tiny component in this unstable direction. As n increases, this unstable components grows, first unnoticed due to its tininess, but finally it becomes visible. 
, a n ∈ (0, c), c < 1, n ∈ .
Stable fiber bundles of the fixed point 0 are given as
and the unstable set is (0, x u )
T : x u ∈ Ê . Note that both, stable and unstable fibers have a global graph representation, cf. [40] . The variational equation w.r.t. the fixed point 0 reads
Following the proof of Theorem 4, the special structure of (34) allows improved estimates. First, we choose p = 0, since graph representations are global. Secondly, we find better estimates of h m in (23):
Denote the stable dichotomy rate of x s n+1 = √ a n x s n , n ∈ by α s then it follows that dist(T
with some constant K > 0. Note that we can chooseα s < α s arbitrarily close to α s . In the autonomous case a n = a for all n ∈ , (35) has an exponential dichotomy on with rates α s = − log( √ a), α u = log(a + 1). In Figure 5 we computeT }, see Figure 6 . Since we compute the contour on a 1000 × 1000 grid, one cannot expect an accuracy below 10 −6 , see the left diagram in Figure 6 . On the other hand, a high number of iterations may introduce rounding errors that are visible in the right diagram. For computing the exponential slope in Table 1 we only make use of the first 5 data points for , m ∈ {1, 5, 10} (upper diagrams, reference solution in gray). The lower diagrams show corresponding pointwise errors. We now turn to the nonautonomous case by choosing a n ∈ (0, 1) at random uniformly distributed and independent. By the strong law of large numbers, see [43, Theorem 3.23] , the following means converge almost surely towards the dichotomy rates α s,u :
For a short realization of the random process, one cannot expect to observe these rates in numerical computations. We compute the approximate fiberT 
log(a i + 1) define in this case the order of convergence. For 3 realizations of the random process, Figure 7 illustrates the decay of errors for the contour method. Corresponding rates are listed in Table 2 . Table 2 : Estimated and numerically computed errors for three realizations of the random process.
The modified Gumowski-Mira map
In this section, we consider the noninvertible model
which originates from [27, Equation (2-58)] and is called Gumowski-Mira map in [24, Section 4.3] and [25] . We choose the parameters a = −0.8 and b n = b ∈ {0.1, 0.2} as suggested in the latter references. Then areas with zero and two pre-images exist and this noninvertible map is of type
is of saddle type and the stable set consists of one or more closed loops. Figure 8 shows the output of our algorithm for m = 8. Note that the computation works automatically and there is no need for the user to first analyze the number of pre-images. Nevertheless, a bifurcation analysis of stable sets explains the occurrence of further loops under parameter variation and can be found in [25] . For an illustration in a nonautonomous setup, we choose b n ∈ {0.1, 0.2} at random, see Table 3 and compute stable fibers w.r.t. the bounded trajectory (ȳ n ) n∈ in Figure 9 . Note that (ȳ n ) n∈ lies in a small common neighborhood of the fixed points for the single parameters. We observe that points, chosen from the fiber at time 0, converge in forward time towards the bounded trajectory until finally, numerical errors cause an increase in the unstable direction. If b n = 0.2, then the stable fiber consists of one closed curve, while we find at time n two closes curves if b n = b n+1 = 0.1. For b n = 0.1 and b n+1 = 0.2, the stable fiber has a crescentic shape. Table 3 . Table 3 : Randomly chosen parameters for the computations in Figure 9 .
A model from mathematical finance
The model in this section is noninvertible and the stable set exhibits intersections with itself -a feature that does not occur in previously considered systems. The function
describes mean (x 1 ) and variance (x 2 ) of asset prices in a model with two groups on investors: fundamentalist and chartists. While for the first group, fundamental beliefs determine future asset prices, members of the second group believe only in statistical data for their guess. For a survey on these kind of models, we refer to [14] . The system that we analyze here can be found in [12, Equation (23)], where the presented form (38) , exhibits a minimal number of independent parameters. This model is particularly interesting from a dynamical systems perspective, since it possesses homoclinic structures and thus, exhibits chaotic dynamics, see [63] , [64, Theorem 5.5] .
In the context of this paper, we are interested in the shape of the stable set. For fixed parameters α = −0.04, δ = 0.8 we computeT A closer inspection of Figure 10 (left) reveals some numerical artifacts. These are caused by the contour-algorithm in Matlab that avoids crossing lines, see Figure 11 . For the system (38), we avoid this problem by exploiting the special structure of its stable set:
For computing these sets explicitly, we observe that
), i ∈ AE, then we iterate this process further and obtain
The zeros of the last factor (that are not zeros of the first terms) define W 2 . The computation of W i requires to solve δ +
= 0 which is again a task for the contour-command. These computations are rather involved, since one has to replace x i−1 2
iteratively by x 0 2 and this procedure results in highly nonlinear equations. Figure 12 illustrates the output of this procedure for the same parametersetup that we choose in Figure 10 . One clearly observes that artifacts are avoided successfully. Furthermore, we can increase i further to obtain a more complete picture of the stable set, see Figure 13 . It turns out that closed curves occur. Under forward iteration, points on these curves first approach the fixed point ξ, but they make a further excursion before finally converging towards it. 
A two-dimensional stable manifold
We show that the contour algorithm from Section 4.3 can also be used for computing stable fibers in a three-dimensional system. As a prototype, we consider a three-dimensional generalization of the Hénon map, see [10, Example 2]:
The stable manifold of the fixed point
is two-dimensional. Since the unstable direction is one-dimensional, the graph of H, defined in (32), is 4-dimensional and its zero contour has dimension two. For an approximation of this zero contour, we apply the Matlab command isosurface. The resulting stable manifolds T m G,0 for m ∈ {2, 3, 6} are shown in Figure 14 .
Discussion of degenerate cases
In this section we apply our algorithm to examples that do not satisfy the hyperbolicity Assumption (A2). For this task, we consider modified versions of the system from Section 5.3 that allow explicit studies of approximation errors.
Our models for i ∈ {1, . . . , 4} are x n+1 = G i (x n ), n ∈ with
, α > 1,
Figure 14: Approximations T m G,0 , m ∈ {2, 3, 6}, of the two dimensional stable manifold of (39) w.r.t. the fixed point ξ (green ball).
. Figure 16 (left), while the right diagram illustrates approximation errors. We compute the exponential slope from the first 9 points in this diagram and get log(2) with an accuracy of 15 digits.
Note that this example coincides with (34) in case a n = 1 for all n. As a consequence, α s = 0 and we expect from (36) the exponential rate of convergence α u = log(2), i.e. exactly the rate that we observe in our numerical experiment.
Generalizing this observation, we may expect convergence of our algorithm if a systems exhibits two unstable directions. The model G 2 (·, α) has two unstable rates: α u 1 = log(2) and α u 2 = − log(α). Corresponding invariant manifolds are the x 2 -axis and the parabola, respectively. When computing the weakly unstable manifold, i.e. the parabola, the error estimate (36) indicates convergent behavior as long as −2α u 2 + α u 1 = −2 log(α) + log(2) > 0 ⇔ 0 < α < √ 2. Figure 17 shows the results of our algorithm for α − = 1.41 < √ 2 < 1.42 = α + . As predicted, one observes convergence for the parameter α − with a very slow rate and divergence for α + . The third example G 3 also has two unstable directions with different rates of divergence. While the exponential rate on the x 2 -axis is constant the dynamics on the parabola is described by the reduced equation x 1 → g c (x 1 ) = x 1 + x 3 1 . Rates of divergence are polynomially small in a neighborhood of the fixed point, while they dramatically increase for increasing x 1 , which is caused by higher order terms. Refining estimate (36), we expect convergence ofT 
The corresponding intervals are shown in Figure 18 (left). The numerically computed setsT m G 3 ,0 for m ∈ [1, 12] are given in the right diagram. We observe that the algorithm possesses the expected convergence behavior. Finally, we consider the map G 4 . In this example, starting points on the parabola with |x 1 | < √ 2 result in orbits that converge towards 0 with a slow, polynomial rate as n → ∞. On the other hand orbits, with starting points on the parabola with |x 1 | > √ 2 diverge quickly, as described in the previous example. Thus, we only expect convergence ofT m G 4 ,0 for |x 1 | < √ 2, which is confirmed by our numerical results in Figure 19 . 
Conclusion
We propose a contour method for computing stable fibers in discrete time dynamical systems. The resulting algorithm works for nonautonomous and noninvertible models. This is illustrated for examples that show various difficulties:
We start with the invertible Hénon map, exhibiting chaotic dynamics. It turns out that the numerical effort for computing one single fiber for an autonomous and for a nonautonomous setup is identical. Our techniques also apply to a three-dimensional version of this map. We illustrate this by computing its twodimensional stable manifold.
Stable fibers, having the shape of closed loops occur for the noninvertible Gumowski-Mira map. Numerical computations work automatically without forcing the user to care about the number of pre-images.
A noninvertible model from mathematical finance exhibits stable fibers with self-intersections. Also in this case our approach computes accurate approximations. Furthermore, numerical artifacts that are visible close to points of intersections can be avoided, exploiting the special structure of this system. Theorem 4 formally justifies our approach. We prove upper semicontinuity of the approximate set w.r.t. the stable fiber and provide precise estimates of approximation errors. For a model with explicitly known fibers, we verify these estimates numerically. Additionally, convergence versus divergence in the presence of center manifolds is discussed.
Finally, we comment on further applications of the contour algorithm. The stable manifold in a model for wild chaos (see [35] ) is computed in [9, Figure  8 ], using the contour algorithm. Applications to ODE-models are discussed in [39] , particularly for a two-dimensional damped pendulum equation and for the three-dimensional Lorenz system.
